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Abstract 

           

              The current paper aims to outline what could be the most common bacterial agents that can have a pathogenic effect on 

farm cyprinids form the Prut river basin in order to reduce fish health risks and even prevent future disease outbreaks that are 

bacterial in nature. Two field works expeditions to Rompescaris farm -Podu-Iloaiei from Iasi county and to Dracșani fish 

farm from Piscicola-Botoșani county were undertaken in May 2021 in order to collect biological samples. The 

following fish species were harvested: carp (Cyprinus carpio), silver carp (Hypophthalmichthys molitrix) and mirror 

carp (Cyprinus carpio var. specularis) using net fishing and the only the specimens with visible lesions or the moribund 

ones were collected. The fish that were apparently healthy were released and the ones that were harvested underwent a 

clinical, parasitological and bacteriological investigation. 
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Aquaculture is one of the fastest growing 

food-producing sectors, supplying approximately 

40% of the world’s fish food. Besides such benefit 

to the society, the industry does have its problems. 

There are occupational hazards and safety concerns 

in the aquaculture industry. Some practices have 

caused environmental degradation. Public 

perception to farmed fish is that they are 

‘‘cleaner’’ than comparable wild fish. However, 

some farmed fish have much higher body burden 

of natural and man-made toxic substances, e.g., 

antibiotics, pesticides, and persistent organic 

pollutants, than wild fish (Cole W. David et al., 

2009). Farmed fish as a result of overcrowding can 

be more susceptible to diseases that are caused by 

one or more species of pathogen or opportunistic 

bacteria. 

Consumers may select farmed fish for 

meal as a healthier and safer alternative to wild 

fish because aquaculture is presumably located 

away from industries that generate contaminated 

air and water (Cole W. David et al., 2009) and 

because it is presumed that in a controlled 

environment the risk of disease is greatly reduced. 

That being said now more than ever when it is 

estimated that by 2030 aquaculture will produce 

60% of all fish destined for human consumption 

(FAO 2020) we must pay more attention to    

aquaculture systems similar to those found in 

Moldova county in which farmed fish are kept at 

high population densities in close proximity with 

wild fish reservoirs because it is an ideal situation 

in which spreading of wild type pathogens form 

the wild fish to the farmed ones and vice versa 

(Kibenge et. al 2012) is greatly enhanced. 

Several fish bacterial pathogens have 

zoonotic potential, but transmission is much more 

common from ingestion of raw or inadequately 

cooked or processed fish than from contact with 

fish. 

The highest risk from contact with fish is 

direct wound inoculation (e.g., fish spine injury or 

bite wound). Most fish bacterial pathogens are also 

common in the environment and transmission is 

possible through water contact with mucosal 

surfaces, open wounds, or food, although this 

appears to be rare. 

Disease is more likely with immune 

suppression (Hadfield A. Catherine and Clayton 

Leigh Ann, 2021). 

That being said we hope that through this 

set of investigations we can better understand what 
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